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Where do we come from?

Selwyn House
Depuis 1908
SINCE 1908
Veritas
Cooperation and collaboration

Cooperation = *Structured* group aiming a *common goal* and *co-construction of knowledge*.

Collaboration = Working *freely together* for a *common goal*.

Maker movement requires both to work in a *classroom environment*. 
How was it in our classrooms?

Grade 6 vs Grade 11
How did we collect data and analyzed it?
What is it like to experiment the maker movement in a classroom?
What did we discovered and learnt as teachers?

Be a good planner

Aim for bi-level contacts
What is next?

- More bi-level projects
- More emphasis on cooperation
- Sharing about the maker movement
Merci !

jeane@selwyn.ca
maynardg@selwyn.ca